WHO IS AIRMED

AirMed is the leading air medical company in North America, and the only provider with every major worldwide certification including U.S. Department of Defense air carrier status.

- The most experienced in the industry with 20,000+ missions, 150 countries
- Our airplanes are not corporate jets but fully customized, dedicated medical aircraft

Fact: AirMed has flown everyone from former presidents to professional athletes, from the smallest of infants to someone you know.

WHAT AIRMED DOES

Wherever you are and whatever the medical need, AirMed assures you receive seamless access to the highest level of care.

- Evacuation and Repatriation from any point on the globe, even as close as 150 miles from home
- Medical transportation to the hospital of your choice
- 24/7 Medical Hotline for emergency physician consultation while traveling
- Transport of Mortal Remains

Fact: 25% of all AirMed member transports are to specialty facilities.

WHY AIRMED IS DIFFERENT

> We own our own aircraft; all aviation and medical personnel are AirMed employees. Complete vertical integration sets us apart in the industry, in fact, most travel insurers call on us to move their patients.
> With AirMed, the choice is always yours. Travel insurance will not get you home, only to the ‘nearest appropriate facility’ chosen by them. AirMed brings you home, to your doctor, your family, where you want to be.

- Travel insurance has financial limits on medical transports. AirMed does not.
- Travel insurance will not transport you domestically. Period.
- We offer membership, not insurance. There are no forms to fill out, no medical history questions, no deductibles or co-pays, no pre-existing conditions clauses and no medical necessity clauses

FACT: 80% of our member transports are within the continental United States.

WHY YOU NEED AIRMED

Saving lives and bringing you home. AirMed brings you back home to your local hospital or to the hospital of your choice. Think your health insurance will cover air medical transportation? It won’t.

- You will receive the best medical care in the world – when you need it.
- You will recover at home – you are productive sooner.
- Your family will be at your side – at home.

FACT: The cost of a regional medical transport is approximately $22,000. The cost of an international transport can rise above $200,000.

FACT: 100% of our patients who have had to pay this full bill immediately become AirMed members when they return home. Retail cost of an AirMed Family Membership through the ABA is $300.

AirMed is your plan for when "What if?" becomes "What now?"

www.airmed.com/aba